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I. INTRODUCTION - CASE STUDY FACTS

Wrongful discharge case in Montana United States District Court in Billings tried with
Tom Singer, senior partner at Billings Axilon office and Samantha Schrock, paralegal.  Client, a
Montanan working out of Billings, was a salesman of a sophisticated software program that
summarized and explained guidelines for use of hazardous chemicals in the work arena.  

 He had originally helped to develop and market the program and materials in the late
1990s, then sold the company to a large company whose main office was in Pennsylvania.  When
the sale took place, Client was head salesman of division that sold the product.  Client performed
well, receiving a commission based on percentage of value of total sales.  Sales were good and
client was receiving an annual salary in the $200,000 to $250,000.  Client and his division
received an award in 2012.  Company attempted to renegotiate a new commission percentage,
which was refused by Client.  Our position was that Client’s commission pay plan had stayed the
same until he was wrongfully discharged.  Company unilaterally stopped paying commission,
and tried to show that pay plan changed, that Client was performing poorly, and that Client was
discharged for cause about a year after Company stopped paying commissions.  We initially filed
a wage claim, to which Company responded that Client owed it money.  We then brought claims
under Montana Wrongful Discharge Act and Wage Payment Act, seeking past due wages, 4 years
of wages, punitives, and attorney fees and costs.

After 5 day trial, jury returned verdict for approximately $1.4 million, with one-half in
actual damages and one-half in punitives.

II. DECISION TO USE TRIAL CONSULTANT

A. Case was financially complex and needed to be broken down into readily
understandable narrative.  Tens of thousands of pages in discovery to track
down sales figures.  We were getting lost in the weeds.

B. Third-party evaluation; non-attorney; communication expert; advised on
numerous jury cases.

C. Put out for bids.  DecisionQuest; Tsongas.  Tsongas selected.
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III. HOW CONSULTANT HELPED

A. How to approach the jury in the best way.

1. 10-point story – Free-wheeling discussion of case with communication
expert.  Helped us boil the narrative down to its critical elements, identify
weaknesses, e.g., Client’s high salary.  

2. Role of jury – not an audience but a crucial participant.  Must engage with
them, have them involved from the beginning.  Slide #1.  Boiling down
claims.

3. Graphic on introduction of Parties.  Graphic artists prepared.  Professional. 
Subtle suggestions in presentation.  Slide # 2.

B. Preparation of Client.

1. Client understandably angry, hurt, defensive, with a tendency to wander in
order to be sure to cover everything in his responses.

2. Several Skyped conversations and practice examinations with client.

a. Practice direct examination –  short answers, clear, no
equivocating.  Sit forward.  No defensiveness.  No anger.  Be
themselves.  Personable, friendly Client and let him show who he
is.  Consultant excellent on manner of presentation.

b. Practice cross-examination – practiced twice.  First time difficult. 
Had to carry over presentation style for direct into cross-
examination.  Also, Client begins to see difficulty in testimony. 
How he will be tested.  Consultant reaffirms manner of testifying. 
Necessity to stand firm.  Second practice much better and Client
did very well at trial.

C. Preparation of Demonstrative Exhibits.

1. The Deal.  Slide #3.  Ties together graphics with key exhibits and witness
testimony.  Highlights two major events.  Then conclusion, again with key
exhibits tied in.  

2. Time line.  Slide #4 and Poster Board.  Organizational tool.  Many
exhibits/witnesses; where they fit in; highlights exhibits and testimony. 
Above the line activities vs. below the line.  Used at Opening and Closing. 
In front of jury during trial to use as a reference.
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3. Evidence of Retaliation.  Slide #5.  Boils down elements.  Contrasts strong
performance with the changes toward Client; his assertion of rights; and
termination within months thereafter.  Sets up punitives.

4. Damages slides:

a. With expert testimony, sets up trend on salary.  Graphic shows
steady increase.  Slide #6.

b. Wage claim slide.  Commission that was never fully paid.

c. Three Buckets of Damages.  Slide #7.

d. Punitive Damages.  Last Bucket.  Large, dominant corporation. 
Slide # 8.

SUMMARY: Use of consultants caused us to be more focused and more organized, helped
client prepare for trial, and provided excellent demonstrative exhibits.

IV. PROCEDURE FOR USE OF VIDEO DEPOSITIONS

A. Rule 30(b)(3), M.R.Civ. P., and Rule 30(b)(3), F.R. Civ. P., require that the
method of recording the deposition be contained in the Notice.

B. Rule 32, M.R.Civ. P, and Rule 32, F.R.Civ.P:  Impeachment and Other Uses. 
Any party may use a deposition to contradict or impeach the testimony given by
the deponent as a witness, or for any other purpose allowed by the Montana
[Federal] Rules of Evidence. 

C. L.R. 16.4(b)(2) for Montana U.S. District Court requires that parties designate
deposition excerpts for depositions intended to be offered at trial, other than for
impeachment or rebuttal.  Statements must specify witness, page numbers, and
line numbers.  Uniform District Court Rule 5(c): “The final pre-trial order shall
refer to all those portions of depositions upon oral examination and
interrogatories, requests for admissions, and answers and responses that the
parties intend to introduce into evidence. Any objections to the use of the above
documents shall be stated, and if not stated, shall be deemed waived.” 

1. Syncing – arranged with videographer prior to deposition is helpful for this
process. 

2.  L.R. 16.4(b)(4) asks counsel to attempt to resolve disputes regarding
deposition designations as much as practical.  Must specify objections on
opposing party’s witness and exhibit list; otherwise, objections are waived. 
L.R. 16.4(b)(5).  Difficult time crunch if court does not rule until days
before trial and then may have to revise video clips at last minute.
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D. Prior to trial, meet with Court IT to make sure connected, compatible software,
etc. 

IV. WHY USE VIDEO DEPOSITIONS

A. Depositions conducted early in case – get more of a candid, unschooled,
unreserved testimony.

B. Irritation, arrogance, condescension come across well.  If opposing party
dismissive of litigation, that also comes across well.  Clip # 1

C. Nervousness, anxiety, illness also may come across well.  Clip # 2.

D. Also serves to set up forthcoming trial testimony.  Witness presented in a light
different from that at trial.  Clip # 3.

VI. SUMMARY AND QUESTIONS
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